The University of North Alabama Small Business Development Center PTAC, Small Business Administration, & the Chamber of Commerce of Walker County present:

“Government Contracting Programs”

Thursday, February 19, 2015
9:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m.

Community Health Systems – Meeting Room
204 19th Street, East
Jasper, AL 35501

This seminar will provide details on the resources available to assist in government contracting. Services provided by the SBDC/PTAC at the University of North Alabama, with emphasis on government contracting - including the bid matching system - will be discussed. SBA resource program information will be provided, with emphasis on HUBZone certification and the SBA 8a program.

There is no cost to attend. For additional information, please contact Phillip Marks at (256) 765-4668, pomarks@una.edu.

“The SBDC at University of North Alabama is a part of the Alabama SBDC Network. Funded in part through a cooperative agreement with the U.S. Small Business Administration. Reasonable accommodations for persons with disabilities will be made if requested at least two weeks in advance. Contact Phillip Marks, UNA-SBDC, 143 Keller Hall on the UNA Campus, UNA Box 5248, Florence, AL 35632, Phone 256-765-4668.”